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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United Kingdom, 2015. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 249 x 168 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. This Collection, composed of altogether 19 reissued titles in
three sub-sets from The Athlone Press, Cassell and Frances Pinter, offers a distinguished selection of
titles that showcase the breadth of linguistics, spanning from language learning and the classic
questions of linguistics to the challenges of teaching artificial intelligence to think and speak. This
sub-set explores the idea that we are what we say - and how that what might change in different
languages and times. These six titles offer translations, analyses and understanding of other
languages and the differences in cultures that is expressed through and based upon language. All
titles can be acquired either individually or as set. The set Language Studies includes: Faux Amis and
Key Words by Philip Thody Howard Evans Scoor-oot by James A.C. Stevenson with Iseabail Macleod
Nihongo: In Defence of Japanese by Roy Andrew Miller African Acronyms and Abbreviations by
David E Hall The Communicative Syllabus: A Systemic-Functional Approach to Language Teaching
by Robin Melrose The Body in Language by Horst Ruthrof.
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ReviewsReviews

This is actually the finest publication i actually have study right up until now. We have study and so i am confident that i am going to planning to go
through again again in the foreseeable future. I am just effortlessly will get a delight of studying a published book.
-- Lor i B er nier-- Lor i B er nier

The book is straightforward in read safer to recognize. This really is for anyone who statte there had not been a worthy of looking at. You may like just how
the blogger create this publication.
-- Fr iedr ich Nola n-- Fr iedr ich Nola n
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